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Gain a detailed, data-driven understanding of how people interact 
and how your assets are allocated throughout your facility so you can 
optimize your business processes, streamline your workflows, and 
increase your businesses revenue opportunities.  
 
TRACE Sensors provides hyper-accurate real-time location services 
(RTLS), using IoT technologies to gather data about the position of 
your workforce and industrial assets and turns that data into valuable 
analytics you can use to drive efficiency. 

 
How can you drive efficiency and increase productivity if you don’t know 
where the gaps are?  

Gather - Analyze - Optimize

https://www.i-virtualize.com/real-time-location-services/
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Gather
Create a digital blueprint of your facility, collecting data from a 
variety of IoT devices (tags, wearables, etc.), transforming your 
facility into an interactive, measurable environment.

Analyze
Enable automatically generated reports, including actionable 
KPIs and insights on the performance and trends of your 
production environment.

Optimize
Enhance business processes utilizing actionable knowledge 
on the execution of industrial workflows and optimize factory 
efficiency. 

TRACE Sensors Real-Time Location Services

TRACE Sensors is an all-
inclusive and scalable solution 
that enables you to overcome 
challenges with asset and 
employee tagging, accurate 
real-time location tracking and 
physical distance monitoring, 
and comprehensive historical 
contact tracing to help your 
organization stay healthy.

TRACE Industry 

TRACE Industry was created 
to empower Industry 4.0 and 
advance the potential of smart 
factories, utilizing IoT technology 
to provide accurate, real-time 
location services (RTLS). By 
having the ability to locate 
your assets and your workforce 
anywhere in your environment—
using data analytics—you can 
improve industrial processes to 
optimize your factory’s efficiency.

TRACE Retail 

TRACE Retail provides you with 
advanced in-store analytics 
that enable you to measure and 
analyze—in real-time and with 
high precision—how shoppers 
move and interact with products 
in a physical store, and to turn 
that data into actionable KPIs to 
improve processes and optimize 
your store’s profitability.

COVID-19 

TRACE Sensors by i-Virtualize - An agile solution with real ROI

Contact us to find out how we can help your business.

sales@i-virtualize.com 647-367-1446 
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